INTEGRATOR PRICE LIST – NOVEMBER 2021
PTZ Camera Controllers
PTZ Wiz
PTZ-Wiz-V1 (Blue)
£799.00

Super compact PoE powered VISCA-over-IP controller that
integrates control of video switchers like ATEM, vMix or any other
SKAARHOJ supported live switcher system.
Pressure sensitive zoom rocker and joystick pad. 4 multi-function
keys for presets, camera selection and live switching. Backlit knobs
for setting camera focus, exposure and more.

PTZ-Wiz-V1 (Black)
£799.00

Complete kit. It includes a DCL20 induction loop amplifier, a coil
and its connections, and external power supply, a gooseneck
microphone and a « adapted for hearing-impaired area » sticker.

PTZ Fly
PTZ Fly is a compact PoE powered PTZ controller with a full size
3-axis joystick for smooth pan, tilt and zoom control of your
cameras.
The PTZ Fly features SKAARHOJ’s unique programmable four-way
buttons, which allows users to select multiple functions and scroll
through settings using the same button. 4 high-quality backlit
encoders are available for setting camera focus, exposure and more.
Both the multi-function keys and encoders are paired with bright
OLED displays that clearing indicate what setting, preset or camera
you’re controlling.
The Cruise Control feature is available on the PTZ Fly, which allows
users to set a camera movement for 10 seconds, whilst they adjust
the positioning of another.

PTZ-Fly-V1
£1,149.00

PTZ Fly.

PTZ-Fly-J-V1
£1,469.00

PTZ Fly with Hall Effect Joystick.

PTZ-Fly-S-V1
£1,375.00

PTZ Fly with SDI option.

PTZ-Fly-JS-V1
£1,699.00

PTZ Fly with Hall Effect Joystick and SDI option.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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PTZ Pro
PTZ Pro, the perfect PTZ controller for robotic cameras, with
dedicated buttons and knobs for all the cameras settings and
actions - plus it’s easy and quick to use. You will enjoy all the same
benefits as found on PTZ Fly, whilst having a larger hand rest, a
wider selection of buttons and keys and faster, direct access.
A larger OLED menu display is used instead of individual OLEDs for
changing settings with the encoders. 10 numbered keys are available
for camera or preset selection, in addition to RGB backlit keys for
the same functionality.
A 3-axis joystick is included for smooth and precise pan, tilt and
zoom.

PTZ-Pro-V1
£1,609.00

PTZ Pro.

PTZ-Pro-J-V1
£1,929.00

PTZ Pro with Hall Effect Joystick.

PTZ-Pro-S-V1
£1,839.00

PTZ Pro with SDI option.

PTZ-Pro-JS-V1
£2,219.00

PTZ Pro with Hall Effect Joystick and SDI option.

PTZ Wiz
PTZ-Extreme-V2
£3,199.00

The ultimate robotic system controller. PTZ Extreme is engineered
with expansion and flexibility in mind, with a Hall Effect Joystick for
precision movement and professional grade zoom rocker.
The lower 12 keys are usually mapped to camera selection and
all knobs and buttons beyond that are equipped with crisp OLED
displays, so their function and value with adapt to any day at work.
The controller is designed for new way of working with PTZ
cameras, as well as slider and dolly tracks on a complex broadcast
set.

XC7
XC7-V3
£565.00

The XC7 allows you to add joystick control easily to one of
SKAARHOJs other controllers. The XC7 features a 3-axis joystick for
pan, tilt and zoom with a button on top for resetting to the home
position.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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Camera Shading
Color Fly
Color Fly is an uncompromising multi-camera RCP, bringing you
innovative iris control with motorised faders. You get the tactile
position feedback of the classic iris joystick, while easily managing 4,
8 or 12 cameras from the same panel.
8 Programmable four-way buttons are available with OLED legends
for adjusting camera settings, whilst more buttons along the bottom
allow for camera selection.
4 motorised faders with individual RGB LED bars offer smooth
multi-camera iris control and these automatically adjust based on
the camera selected.

Color-Fly-VS
£2,889.00

Color Fly.

Color-Fly-S-V2
£3,119.00

Color Fly with SDI option.

Color-Fly-G-V2
£3,119.00

Color Fly with GPI option.

Color-Fly-GS-V2
£3,349.00

Color Fly with SDI and GPI option.

RCP
Fit in either your existing rack or sit console style on a table top,
SKAARHOJs RCPv2 is a universal RCP designed for shading any
brand of camera you want. Equipped with either a classic analog
iris, encoder wheel or upgradable motorised fader, the RCPv2 can
provide smooth, transitional fading to your IP camera.
If you’re looking for control of a single robotic camera, the analog iris
and encoder wheel models are perfect, however; for multi-camera
control, you will need the upgradable motorised fader.
A super crisp window at the top of the RCP shows the devices
settings, whilst RGB backlit encoders allow you to adjust them. A
pressure and direction sensitive joystick pad features for camera
control, in addition to an array of four-way buttons for dynamic
labelling and functionality.

RCP-V2.0-FE-JOY
£2,159.00

RCPv2 with Joystick.

RCP-V2.0-FE-JOY-S
£2,389.00

RCPv2 with Joystick and SDI Shield.

RCP-V2.0-FE-FADER
£2,389.00

RCPv2 with Motorised Fader option.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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RCP-V2.0-FE-FADER-S
£2,619.00

RCPv2 with Motorised Fader and SDI options.

RCP-V2.0-FE-ROLLER
£2,389.00

RCPv2 with Roller Wheel.

RCP-V2.0-FE-ROLLER-S
£2,619.00

RCPv2 with Roller Wheel and SDI option.

Live Switching
PTZ Wiz
Mini-Fly-V1
£799.00

SKAARHOJs super compact and flexible Mini Fly excels in live
video and audio switching and is perfect for small live productions
with up to six cameras, audio monitoring and transitions. Mini Fly
features a smooth, motorised transition fader with an RGB LED bar
for transition position or VU metering.
Programmable four-way buttons and crisp OLED displays are ready
for toggling through and adjusting settings. The Auto/Cut button can
be used during for productions for auto transitioning and cutting
the video feed.

Live Fly
Live-Fly-V1
£1,199.00

This professional midsize controller is supercharged with flexible
interface technologies so you can repurpose, extend, integrate and
configure it over and over again. Like the Mini Fly, Live Fly features a
smooth, motorised transition fader and LED RGB bar for transition
position and programmable four-way buttons across the top for
audio control.
Live Fly features 9 video selection buttons across the bottom and
using the Shift key, users can toggle to a second set of 9 sources.
The 2 RGB backlit precision encoders can be used to adjust your
camera settings and select graphics.

Live-Fly-N-V1
£1,749.00

Same as the Live-Fly-V1 but with NKK buttons.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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Air Fly
Get ready to work out of the box with Air Fly. A fully featured
desktop controller for live switching, SKAARHOJ has made special
keypad versions for ATEM, vMix and TriCaster systems at a very
competitive price point. All versions gives you full freedom to access
all device cores. It simply works out of the box and, as always, you
can customise its functions through UniSketch OS.
Two 12-key bus rows on the Air Fly are available for video switching,
plus the Shift key allows you to toggle to sources 11-20. A low
durable transition fader features for making smooth transitions,
alongside auto transition and cut buttons.
On the function selector row, you can choose between three
transitional styles; Mix, Dip and Wipe and there’s a Keyer section
which gives you access to preset essentials.

Air-Fly-V1-ATEM
£1,199.00

Air Fly - ATEM.

Air-Fly-V1-vMix
£1,199.00

Air Fly - vMix.

Air-Fly-V1-TC
£1,199.00

Air Fly - TriCaster.

Air Fly Pro
For those who require the very best in live switching, there’s no
way around the Air Fly Pro. The Pro builds on the original Air Fly
controller by incorporating a Hall Effect transition bar and pressure
sensitive zoom rocker and joystick pad for camera control.
Two 12-key bus rows on the Air Fly are available for video switching,
plus the Shift key allows you to toggle to sources 11-20. A low
durable transition fader features for making smooth transitions,
alongside auto transition and cut buttons.
On the function selector row, you can choose between three
transitional styles; Mix, Dip and Wipe and there’s a Keyer section
which gives you access to preset essentials.

Air-Fly-Pro-V2
£2,569.00

Air Fly Pro.

Air-Fly-Pro-N-V2
£3,119.00

Air Fly Pro with NKK buttons.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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Rack Fusion Live
Rack Fusion Live adds PTZ control to your live streaming surface in
a phenomenally compact controller. A combination of the PTZ Fly
and Live Fly panels, Rack Fusion Live is the perfect size to be tablemounted, or installed in a rack.
On the PTZ Fly half of the panel, you’ve got a 3-axis joystick for pan,
tilt and zoom control, 6 multi-function keys for camera presets and
selection and 4 backlit encoders with wide OLED displays that can
be setup to manage your desired camera settings.
On the Live Fly half, you’ve got a transition fader with RGB LED bar
and auto transition button, 6 programmable four-way buttons for
flicking through auxiliary soures and editing settings, a 9-keu bus
row for simple video source selections and Shift ket for toggling to
an alternative set of sources.

Rack-Fusion-Live-V1
£1,979.00

Rack Fusion Live.

Rack-Fusion-Live-N-V1
£2,529.00

Rack Fusion Live with NKK buttons.

Rack-Fusion-Live-J-V1
£2,299.00

Rack Fusion Live with Hall Effect Joystick.

Rack-Fusion-Live-NJ-V1
£2,849.00

Rack Fusion Live with NKK button and Hall Effect Joystick.

Master Key
Master-Key-One
£4,039.00

The Master Key One features a powerful blend of industry
standard 52 NKK buttons, 12 of SKAARHOJs innovative custom
molded elastomer four-way buttons, 8 backlit encoder knobs, 12
LED indicator bars, a smooth action transition bar, along with an
uncompromising use of OLED displays to create a 100% flexible,
modular and universal switcher surface for high-end studios.

Master-Key-36-V1
£2,389.00

The Master Key 36 features a powerful blend of industry standard
36 NKK buttons and SKAARHOJs uncompromising use of OLED
displays to create a 100% flexible, modular and universal switcher
surface for high-end studios.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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Routing & Utility
Quick Bar
Quick-Bar-V1
£569.00

Here is your go-to auxiliary panel for an aux bus, audio settings,
keys; and anything UniSketch lets you do.
This handly little tool will easily be your preffered panel to hand out
to operators in charge of a simple task, as you setup the panel for
specific actions.

Quick Pad
Quick-Pad-V1-BL
£649.00

Quick Pad has 10 awesome four-way buttons and 2 backlit
encoders all with RGB colouring and crisp graphical OLED displays
for function legends.
Fully customisable and integrates with a bunch of broadcast
hardware from SKAARHOJs extensive list of Device Cores.
Personalise the keys with custom icons from their library or create
your very own.

Quick-Pad-V1-BU
£649.00

Same as the Quick-Pad-V1-BL but in Blue.

Micro-Fly-V1
£349.00

Control your broadcast video switcher, router, monitor, camera or
processor in powerful ways with only two four-way buttons, a multi
level LED bar and a graphical OLED display.

Rack-Fusion-II-V1
£1,315.00

Rack Fusion II has 18 awesome four-way buttons and four backlit
encoders - all with RGB colouring and crisp, graphical OLED
displays for function legends.

Micro Fly

Rack Fusion II

Fits perfectly in your rack and can sit equally as well on your table.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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Rack Fly
The Rack Fly models are available with either a 1, 2 or 3 rows of
programmable four-way buttons and customisable OLED displays.
The four-way buttons can be programmed and customised to
control whatever you need, whether that’s camera or preset
selection, camera and audio settings etc.
The size of your live production, and the number of setting,
components and devices you need to manage, will all determine
which of the Rack Fly models you need.
The Rack Fly models can either be mounted on a desk or within a
rack, taking up either 1U or 2U of space.

Rack-Fly-Uno-V1
£1,199.00

Rack Fly Uno - 24 programmable four-way buttons.

Rack-Fly-Duo-V1
£1,749.00

Rack Fly Duo - 48 programmable four-way buttons.

Rack-Fly-Trio-V1
£2,479.00

Rack Fly Trio - 72 programmable four-way buttons.

Rack Control Duo
Rack-Control-Duo-V1
£2,299.00

Rack Control Duo has 30 awesome four-way buttons and 12 backlit
encoders all with RGB colouring and crisp graphical OLED displays
for function legends.
Perfect for applications where there is a need to adjust multiple
parameters quickly. Fits perfectly in your rack and sits equally well
on your table.

Rack Fly
With the Inline models, you’ll get the perfect modular controller to
use alone or with SKAARHOJs other large form factor controllers.
The Inline 10 has a smaller form factor with 6 awesome four-way
buttons with RGB colouring, 4 encoder knobs and 10 customisable
graphical OLED displays.
The Inline 22 on the other hand is larger device for users requiring
additional control. The 22 has a row of 18 four-way buttons with RGB
colouring, 4 encoder knobs, and 22 customisable graphical OLED
displays.

Inline-10-V1
£799.00

Inline 10.

Inline-10-S-V1
£1,029.00

Inline 10 with SDI option.

Inline-22-V2
£1,379.00

Inline 22.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
This price list supercedes all previous price lists. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE.
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XPoint
With XPoint you’ll get the perfect modular desk controller. It can be
used as a stand alone unit or paired with one of SKAARHOJs other
controllers for increased flexibility and control.
The XPoint is available in two models, XPoint 24 and XPoint 48. The
XPoint 24 is a small form factor controller with 24 four-way buttons,
all with RGB colouring and customisable OLED graphical displays.
There’s also 12 multi-level LED indicator bars for adding additional
tally feedback.
The XPoint 48 is the larger model, with double to number of fourway buttons and LED indicator bars, in addition to 36 OLED displays.

XPoint-24-V1
£1,129.00

XPoint 24.

XPoint-48-V2
£1,979.00

XPoint 48.

Broadcast Audio
Wave Board
Wave-Board-V1
£2,019.00

SKAARHOJs Wave Board offers comprehensive audio control that
some of the other controllers can’t give you.
With 8 motorised faders and full colour LED bars, users can
smoothly control each audio channel individually. For each audio
channel also, there is a 2x2 auxiliary button matrix with OLED
legends for muting, solo and up/down action.
If 8 channels isn’t enough for your setup, 4 function keys on the left
of the device and be used to access addition sources.

Replay
XC8
XC8-V2
£1,540.00

The XC8 controllers is SKAARHOJs vision for a Replay Contorller for
switchers like vMix.
Create events on the fly with time saving presets and the jog/
shuttle wheel provides coarse movement and fine-tuned control for
frame by frame movement. The Hall-Effect transition bar controls
the playback speed with great precision.
Events can be organised with the event management buttons for
selecting, copying and moving events to different banks.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
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Link IO
Link IO
ETH-GPI-Link-V1
£439.00

Single version with 8 inputs and 8 outputs. Connect and control
anything from your tally lamps, trigger ATEM switcher routines,
control a HyperDeck, change Scopes and route inputs/outputs on a
VideoHub.

ETH-GPI-Link-Opt-Dual-V1
£689.00

Same as ETH-GPI-Link-V1 but with 16 inputs and 16 outputs.

ETH-SDI-Link-V1
£505.00

Receives “UDP Camera Control” information over Ethernet and
forwards it on the SDI out connector. Used to merge network data
from multiple RCPs onto a single SDI wire.

ETH-LANC-Link-V1
£349.00

Control your Sony cameras such as FS5, FS7 and other LANC
compatible cameras. Alternatively, use the ETH-LANC link to control
Canon cameras that speaks the RC-V100 Protocol such as the C
Series, XF Series and ME Series.

SDI-GPI-Link-V1
£825.00

1 x DB25 connector with 16 digital inputs. Configured to control
camera IDs 1-8. When input 1-8 is closed to GND, the red tally flag
for camera 1-8 will be set on the SDI output. Likewise, input 9-16
will result in green tally being set on the SDI output.

ATEM-TCP-Link-V1
£399.00

A simple TCP interface to almost any feature in the Blackmagic
Design ATEM switcher. It will report state changes of the switcher
and accept and forward commands to the switcher.

Tally Box
The SKAARHOJ Tally System is a great add-on for your live videoproduction.
The Tally Box System handles up to 8 tally lights, connecting either
directly via the box, or by daisy chain running from Tally Light to Tally
Light.
The Tally Light has two LEDS - one facing the camera operator and
the big one facing the presenter. The two switches on the Tally Light
enables the operator to turn on/off the main LED and to dim the
operator LED.

ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2
£505.00

Tally Box.

Tally-Light-Solo-V2
£155.0

Tally Light.

ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2-x2
£735.00

Tally Box and 2 x Tally Lights Bundle.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
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ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2-x3
£875.00

Tally Box and 3x Tally Lights Bundle.

ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2-x4
£1,010.00

Tally Box and 4x Tally Lights Bundle.

ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2-x5
£1,149.00

Tally Box and 5x Tally Lights Bundle.

ETH-TALLY-LINK-V2-x6
£1,289.00

Tally Box and 6x Tally Lights Bundle.

Accessories
ATEM GPI & Tally Interface
ATEM-GPITally-BO-Board
£

ATEM GPI & Tally Interface Breakout Board - Board for wiring your
tally system to your ATEM infrastructure. Depending on your Tally
Lamps specifications you can optionally connect a power supply
and have power distributed to the 8 output connectors.

All prices are GBP and exclude VAT. All orders below the value of £500 (ex VAT) will be subject to a freight charge of £10 ex VAT.
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